CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

From the result of the analysis, it was found that Pine revenge of girl friend to Roper in order to Roper can feels his injure. He wants Roper redeem his wrong that was killed Sophie, he want that Roper also injures, breaks even his suffers from a lost beloved person. Beside that when can see about the Pine’s personality like loyal, lover, vengeance and betray in the story through the author’s description and Pine’s speech and action.

Pine is someone who is doggedly, that loves rich woman and person’s wife as Sophie, he always makes love with Sophie, though Sophie is Freddie’s wife, even he want lives together with her, because he thinks that Sophie is interesting woman, and she can understands about him, then especially he can fulfill his desire with Sophie’s wealth. Therefore, he feels very injured when Sophie’s killed by Roper, and he want to revenge Sophie’s death to Roper because Burr’s influence. So, he does revenge to Roper in order to he get a freedom from responsibility of Sophie’s dead.

Through Sigmund Freud’s id, ego, and superego, it is find that the cause of his revenge is more understandable. Firstly, his Id marked when Pine was controlled by his desire and his dogged in behavior which only seeks a pleasure. Secondly, his ego, in other hand when Pine does revenge of Sophie’s dead to Roper, though, Roper ever helps and saves him, even Roper regards him a friendship, but he still betrays and revenge Roper because Roper is Sophie’s killer. And last super ego marked when Pine does revenge is worse, because
revenge only makes damage to other and it can break a believed of friendship, and it only make a new injures and etc.